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INTRODUCTION
This information pack has been designed for maritime and offshore surveyors who might be new to SPS.
SPS is a structural composite that has been approved by all major classification societies for the permanent
structural repair of vessels and offshore units. This structural composite has been used by major shipping and
offshore companies for over 20 years and, if you follow the link below, you will find a complete list of SPS
maritime and offshore projects undertaken to date.
You can find class rules using the following links:
ABS Guidance Notes Composite Repairs of Steel Structures and Piping - June 2021
Steel Sandwich Panel Construction by DNV - April 2016
Rules for the Application of Sandwich Panel Construction to Ship Structure by CCS - 2007
Rules for the Application of Sandwich Panel Construction to Ship Structure by Lloyds Register - July 2021 Edition

To find out more about the installation of SPS download the Sandwich Plate System (SPS) Process
Documentation here
To review projects completed by SPS Technology download our Project List here

Should you have any further queries, please contact us by clicking on one of the following email addresses:

Ian Nash
SPS Technology Ltd
ian.nash@spstechnology.com

Jonny Lim
SPS Technology Asia Pte Ltd
jonny.lim@spstechnology.com

Structural Composites
Engineered for
the 21st Century

Guidance Note on SPS Composite Repairs
Technology Advantages
Faster, safer, more economic and predictable repair
Most cost competitive composite repair solution on the
market
Economic – reduced repair cost, time out of service and
lower future operation costs leading to increased revenue
potential
A greener, more sustainable solution than crop and
renewal that eliminates waste
• SPS contributes to global strength – no maximum repair
size
• Permanent repair solution with no risk of further
corrosion to existing plating
• The original composite permanent class approved
structural steel renewal and strengthening solution
• Longest established operator (20 years) in the field of
composite repairs
• Extensively patented technology
• SPS® permanently reinstates vessels and strengthens
assets to beyond original capacity – proven by FEA,
accepted by major Classification Societies and published in
Class Rules and Guides¹
• Process Guide, approved by all major societies, available
on request

• Individually tailored repair solutions to match vessel or
asset life span
• Durable in harshest conditions with exceptional impact
resistance
• Proven life extension
• Fast – short repair schedules, minimal labour
• Repairs undertaken during scheduled operations
• In-service repairs - no disruption to normal operations
• Non-disruptive – below deck services remain intact –safe,
flexible repair
• Clean and simple repair resulting in very flat surface

• Extensive technology underpinned by 20 years of market
experience, independent testing and hundreds of projects
in-service

• Offers impact, ballistic, blast protection, vibration and
noise damping, thermal insulation, fire protection

• Over 450 projects and 200,000m²+ of SPS in-service
around the world

Applications

Design Process of an SPS Repair

• Decks

• Simple, routine design procedure
• Expert design engineers producing innovative repair
solutions
• Class approved SPS Cold Work installation method
available and used widely since 2003*

• Side and bottom shells
• Tank tops
• Bulkheads
• Hull strengthening
• Ice class upgrade
• Dropped object protection
• Helidecks

*For further details see SPS Cold Work solution note.

• Tubular repairs and strengthening
• Grooving corrosion
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SPS uses existing corroded or worn plating as one side of a
steel composite panel formed by a new steel top plate
bonded to an elastomer core. The resulting composite fully
restores or enhances the strength of the original structure.
Eliminates waste, steel recycling and is energy efficient.

SPS COMPOSITE REPAIR
• Original Deck

• Perimeter Bars
• Top Plate
• Elastomer Core
• Underdeck Services

References
1 Lloyd’s Register Rules for the Application of Sandwich Panel Construction to Ship Structure
DNV GL Class Guideline - Steel Sandwich Panel Construction (DNV GL-CG-0154)
ABS Guidance Notes on Composite Repairs of Steel Structures and Piping Systems (Appendix 1: Sandwich Plate with
a Continuous Elastomer Core)
2 Figures based on a comparison provided by SPST partner, SRC Estonia
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COLD WORK SPS REPAIR
• Bolted/adhered Perimeter Bars
• Bolted/adhered Top Plates
• Elastomer Core
• Original Structure

SPS Technology is committed to improving
sustainability and reducing carbon footprint. SPS repair
delivers a low carbon footprint and is 100% recyclable. It
eliminates electrical, insulation, piping and conduit
damage and steel wastage that occurs during traditional
crop and renewal repairs
SPS Technology not only repairs vital assets, but
provides a permanent lifespan solution; reinvigorating
cold/warm stacked assets that may have been earmarked
for decommissioning or lay-up into viable commercial
assets in demand as the oil and gas markets move from a
period of contraction to growth - extending asset lifespan
SPS is a structural composite material comprising two
metal plates bonded with elastomer core. SPS is stronger
than stiffened steel – with no risk o f corrosion to existing
plating from above
The SPS elastomer core is manufactured by BASF, the
world’s leading chemical company that creates chemistry
for a sustainable future. In partnership with BASF, and
utilising the global-leading irm’s science and innovation,
SPS Technology can continue to meet the current and
uture needs o the offshore industry
____
BASF’s long-standing partnership with SPS Technology is
testament to the credibility, reliability and high performance of
the SPS system, which outperforms alternative composite
structural steel repairs from a speed, flexibility, durability and
cost perspective
____
Reliable, intrinsically safe and fully class approved, SPS
offers the most economic permanent composite repair
solution to offshore asset owners, underpinned by 20+
years’ experience, independent testing and hundreds of
projects in service

SPS Technology & SPS Cold Work Solution - Core Messages
June 2021

SPS is an established, class approved permanent
repair technique in the marine and offshore sectors.
For many operators it has become a standard solution
with evidenced credibility based on extensive experience,
replacing historical repair methods
There are no barriers to SPS being used safely and
efficiently. SPS is a patented technology, accepted by major
classification societies ABS, Lloyd’s Register, DNV-GL and BV
including publication in Class Rules and Guides
SPS has significant cost and time benefits for the
offshore market. It is up to 11 times cheaper and three
times faster than crop and renewal – and between three and
five times better value than other Cold Work solutions.
Moreover, its design and application processes are routine
and simple
SPS provides indirect cost savings. A structural steel
repair quote from SPS Technology is fully inclusive, with no
hidden additional costs concealed in different repair and
maintenance budgets. SPS solutions eliminate the need for
cofferdams and dive boats
SPS provides a permanent life cycle solution. As well as
being up to 11 times cheaper and three times faster than a
steel ‘crop and renewal’ process, as a permanent repair
solution, SPS negates the need for further operational
expenditure
SPS provides impact, blast and ballistics protection, vibration
and sound damping, thermal insulation and fire (J60 and
H120) protection
Health and safety risk reduction: A main deck repair on a
FPSO using steel crop and renewal requires scaffolding, cut
and gouge meterage, welding – all of which pose risk to
safety and potential LTIs
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SPS Cold Work repair and strengthening suitable for all
areas on FPSOs plus other offshore assets and tankers

Satisfied Cold Work customers include:

• Bottom shell

• Hess Offshore

• Longitudinal or transverse frames

• Chevron

• All other primary structural elements

• Transocean

– decks and tanks

• ConocoPhillips

• Aker

• Bulk heads

• Shell

• Side shell

• British Royal Navy

• Helidecks

• BW Offshore

• Pipes

• Stork

References
1 Lloyd’s Register Rules for the Application of Sandwich Panel Construction to Ship Structure
DNV GL Class Guideline - Steel Sandwich Panel Construction (DNV GL-CG-0154)
ABS Guidance Notes on Composite Repairs of Steel Structures and Piping Systems (Appendix 1: Sandwich Plate with a Continuous
Elastomer Core)
2 Figures based on a cost comparison for bottom shell reinstatement of an FPSO on station off the coast of E Africa using SPS vs crop
and renew
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